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1. I must register before diving, according to my diving plan and confirm the receipt of the diving 
rules. 

  

2. I need a valid one medical dive certificate. Diving under the influence of narcotic drugs is 
prohibited. Dive Insurance is recommended. 

  

3. I must use complete equipment suitable for cold water and according to DIN EN250. Mandatory 
are two separately lockable breathing systems from which I can also breathe myself. If one 
device fails, additional and functional taring means must be available. My diving cylinder is in a 
proper and perfect condition for filling and therefore does not pose a danger to third parties. I 
only use the self-filling system if I have received annual instructions for it. 

  

4. a.   max. Dive depth:   25 m  -  Bronze, OWD, AOWD, equivalent  
                                         40 m  -  Bronze + 100 Dives, Silber, Rescue, or equivalent 
                                         45 m  -  Silver + 100 Dives, Gold, DCS, DM, or higher                                
                                         15 m  -  Nightdives 
 
b. Deep water training dives I must book beforehand. My dive buddy must have at least gold or 

a higher certification. 
c. My deep dive special is recognized if I can prove at least 40 dives. 

  

5. A safety stop of 3 minutes at 3 m is mandatory.  
My highest deco stage is 3 m, my residual pressure at least 40 bars.  
My buddy distance must not exceed 3 m.   
If I lose my buddy contact, I must surface immediately as stated. (See Nos. 8:11) 

  

6. As a DI I decide upon my own responsibility, adapted to the circumstances, about the number of 
students diving with me. 
At the shaker (E3) all training dives are forbidden. 
I may only dive on the shaker if I can prove at least 40 dives, 5 of them in cold water. 
 

7. I can use a Scooter if I can prove at least 100 dives. I accept the scooter rules. 
 

8. When diving with Nitrox my O2 partial pressure is max. 1.4 bar. 
 

9. Solo diving and diving between 23.00 - 06.00 o'clock is forbidden. 
  

10. I must keep a distance from "objects" or gain access to them. Damages will be regarded as 
property damage. 

  

11. I will be banned from diving if I do not register before diving, if I initiate the rescue chain 
through negligent conduct, or if I violate these diving rules. 

  

12. In case of an accident, I must cover all related costs, even for false alarms caused by my 
behaviour. I take note that there may be no pressure chamber available within a reasonable 
distance. 

  

13. With my signature on the registration form I unconditionally accept all rules valid here. 
 


